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Apache RAT plagiarism detector Copyright (C) 2002, 2003 Peter Juniasson This is free software; see the source for copying conditions. There is NO warranty; not even for MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, to the extent permitted by law. Usage: For example: apache-rat-pd php/php-common.c > TheCodeAndWhoCopiedIt.txt To use your own ant scripts instead of supplied ones: apache-
rat-pd ant/build.xml > TheCodeAndWhoCopiedIt.txt If you don't have installed GNU-Find-Like-Find-Or-Replace, then you have to install it before you can use the apache-rat-pd ( Example with GNU-Find-Like-Find-Or-Replace: GNU-Find-Like-Find-Or-Replace -o *.c | apache-rat-pd > TheCodeAndWhoCopiedIt.txt If you want to check if *x* has been stolen from *y*, you would write: apache-rat-pd -f *x* -n *y* -o *x* |

grep *y* >../TheStolenFiles.txt Contents FAQ Notes Installation Apt Binaries Apache RAT plagiarism detector Ant Checks for Plagiarism Koders Code Search PhpCrawl Referenced code Requirements Security Screenshots Related Projects Version Donate What's New
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The keymacro source code is maintained by Sanja Zaytzeff (aka: The Cyanide Kid) License: Apache License 2.0 Licence URI: Support Url: Last edited by michelesbaldini on Sat Jul 15, 2015 3:51 pm, edited 2 times in total. Tue Sep 03, 2015 3:51 pm nolbert Joined: Mon May 21, 2015 5:47 pmPosts: 14 Re: Apache RAT plagiarism detector Thanks for the heads up, I did not realise that this was a copy of code. So sorry to
hear you have been affected. It is clearly something that needs some more development. Thanks for the heads up again, Tue Sep 03, 2015 7:36 pm SebastianD Joined: Tue May 15, 2011 11:26 amPosts: 5 Re: Apache RAT plagiarism detector Hello all, I’ve also reported a bug (that also affects others) in Apache Rat’s plagiarism detector. The error that we receive (on Rat’s web UI) can be seen below: This seems to be a bug in
the way Google Code Search works; i.e. when searching for the same line of code (line 19 in this case), Rat receives the first (and therefore the correct) search result (with the original file, as requested), and the 2nd search result (as well as any further) are empty (“nothing found”). Let me know if you can reproduce this. If you can, please either post a forum topic, or create a bug at Github ( (you’ll have to register in Github

first). EDIT: Another piece of evidence: it’s clearly the same line of code that is being searched for, as seen by the line numbers, in the screenshot. Thank you very much for the heads up, and for the support. I hope you can help me as well Thu Sep 05, 2015 5:25 pm MichelsB Joined: Mon Jun 13, 2015 2:55 pmPosts: 1 1d6a3396d6
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Apache-rat-pd

This script finds plagiarized code by searching several code search sites for plagiarized code using the DIGG database as a search filter. Once you have a list of items matching your search criteria, you can manually inspect the items for further analysis. If the selected filter is a link to a search results page (such as the results for the wikipedia search for "divas") and the number of matching items is greater than a preset
threshold, the script will print a notification about the incident. Currently, only the digit dv and wikipedia-divas are currently supported. If the selected filter is not a search results page, but a search results table, the script will then check the source code of the matched items and print a notification if there are at least three matches of the same class of code in the selected file. Filtering can be done by specifying the following
settings in the configuration file: The following values are available for filter settings: URL -- A filter URL containing search query and optional parameters. For example, URL-filters can be used in combination with filter-schemes that match against URLs CLI-options -- CLI options for the python script. filter_numbers -- a number to limit the number of items that are checked for matching the URL filter. filter_limit -- a
number to limit the number of items that are checked for matching the URL filter. url_limit -- a number to limit the number of items that are checked for matching the URL filter. repository -- a path to a repository containing a text file listing URLs. reponame -- the name of a repository containing a text file listing URLs. Each of the URL-filters can be used in combination with filter-schemes that match against URLs The
following filter-schemes are available: filter_dv -- will match URLs containing the phrase "diva" in the URL (the results of this filter match can be seen by typing "dv" at the command line. filter_wikipedia -- will match URLs containing the word "diva" in the URL (the results of this filter match can be seen by typing "wikipedia-diva" at the command line. filter_koders -- will match URLs containing

What's New In?

The Apache RAT (Rapid Application Testing) tools aim to enhance the use of dynamic application testing tools by improving reproducibility and openness, by developing a suite of tools to assist in the dynamic testing of large scale systems, and by providing support for automation of the process of developing test cases. Architecture Overview: The RAT system consists of two components: the Rat client, which obtains the
RAT web services and generates the required input format, and a pre-existing suite of tools which use the RAT web services to provide a suite of automated dynamic testing tools. The Rat client allows the user to interact with an RAT (REP Interactive Test) web service, and the RAT web services provide a RESTful interface to access the data generated by RAT. The Rat client is written in Java, and requires the Java Swing
toolkit. The RAT web services are written in Java and provide a Java Servlet API for use in web applications. Rat client Version: Rat client (Maven) Maven Repository: Latest Version: 3.1.1 Download: Apache RAT Version: 4.1.3 Download: Rat Client Version: Rat client (Maven) Maven Repository: Latest Version: 3.1.1 Download: Apache RAT Version: 4.1.3 Download: Rat Client Version: Rat client (Maven) Maven
Repository: Latest Version: 3.1.1 Download: Apache RAT Version: 4.1.3 Download: Rat Client Version: Rat client (Maven) Maven Repository:
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System Requirements For Apache-rat-pd:

OS: Windows 7 SP1 64-bit, Windows 8.1 64-bit, Windows 10 64-bit Processor: Intel Core i5-3470 or AMD FX-6300 Memory: 8 GB RAM Graphics: Nvidia GeForce GTX 970/AMD Radeon R9 290/Intel HD 520 Storage: 50 GB available space Sound Card: DirectX 9.0 compatible sound card Additional: Ability to use an external monitor Screenshots of Death Row: New PC Setting:
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